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IP ROULETTE

This heavy metal paperweight is a humorous reminder of the range of intellectual 

property-related solutions available at leading law firm, RK Dewan. With our heavy duty 

legal expertise, it’s easy to spin a great solution for any IP dilemma in 2019. 



WE
SERVE 
AWESOME

Start 2019 on a refreshing note! 

Let every mug of your favourite 

poison show you a line-item breakup 

of RK Dewan’s legal expertise. Rest 

assured that every serving from RK 

Dewan delivers the ideal proportion 

of IP solutions.



BEGIN WITH A LAUGH

punctuality, professionalism, integrity and mutual 

respect. So, put your feet up and have a laugh at 

our expense with these delightful cartoon books. 

Relax in the knowledge that by engaging RK Dewan, 

your IP matters are in good hands, all through 2019!

RK Dewan crafts distinct IP solutions for every 

one of their clients. You feel the weight lifted 

off  your shoulders because of our



COMMUNICATION COUNTS

RK Dewan’s customer-centric culture ensures that all your intellectual property-related concerns 

will be heard, after which the best way forward, will be suggested. Whether your communication 

style is old-fashioned or new age, RK Dewan understands you well. These keyboards illustrate the 

firm’s willingness to have an open conversation at every stage of your IP cycle.



THE BIGGEST GIFT:
THE FREEDOM TO CHOOSE!

At RK Dewan, we provide 

sophisticated IP solutions to 

clients. We also present 

sophisticated legal arguments in 

court made possible through 

several decades of experience. 

With these gift cards, infuse 

your New Year with a string 

of sophisticated experiences 

that denote what a pleasure it is 

to have RK Dewan as your IP 

counsel.



SHRED YOUR WORRIES

Continue to protect your 

precious creative ideas with 

vigour and vigilance through 

2019, with RK Dewan by your 

side.

This Cross-Cut Paper Shredder is a symbol 

of everything RK Dewan stands for –

complete confidentiality, razor-sharp skills 

and an array of techniques honed through

76 years spent navigating every territory 

from Patents and Trademarks to 

Copyright and Design.



BREATHE PURE!

Rest easy as you 

troubleshoot, consult 

and fend off infringers; 

RK Dewan is designed 

to purify and protect 

with intelligence, just 

like the Dyson Pure 

Cool Link Tower WiFi-

Enabled Air Purifier. 

Give your creative ideas a free reign 

all through 2019! No matter how big, 

diverse, revolutionary or wild, RK 

Dewan maintains an air of calm, 

professional efficiency while handling 

your IP projects. 



A HAMPER FOR THOSE SEEKING
AN UNHAMPERED EXPERIENCE!

Ring in the New Year with an appetizing mix of flavours and textures. These gift hampers from RK 

Dewan speak of the wide range of IP services offered across various industry verticals and client 

geographies. The expert variety in each basket gives our clients an unhampered experience of IP 

protection!

HOLA MEXICO BASKET

CLASSIC BASKET
COFFEE BASKET

FROM ITALY WITH LOVE 
BASKET

BREAKFAST BASKET

CLIENTS AND 
PARTNERS 
BASKET

TEA TREATS BASKET



THANK YOU!


